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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a series of integrated career development activities offered in many needed courses that square measure
designed to assist accounting majors gain a competitive approach the duty market. Supported by a partnership between the
college of Business and also the tutorial and Career coming up with workplace, the Career carpenter's kit program consists of
room displays followed by active applied experiences within which students become expert in making ready resumes, writing
cowl letters, interviewing, and mistreatment all accessible resources to search out a footing that best matches their skills,
interests, and values. distinctive options of the Career carpenter's kit square measure the position of program parts among
needed courses (to make sure that all students participate) and also the programing of those parts over a three-year amount (to
permit time for college kids to organize Associate in Nursing intentional job search strategy).

1.INTRODUCTION
Undergraduate students face a frightening job market. A two013 leader survey conducted by the National Association
of faculties and Employers (NACE) found employers “expected to rent solely 2.1 % additional faculty graduates from
the category of 2013 than they did from the category of 2012” (NACE, April 17, 2013). This figure was well below the
thirteen % hiring increase projected in Fall 2012. The Wall Street Journal according that employers have conjointly
reduced their on-campus recruiting visits (Wall Street Journal, August 5, 2011) that places even additional pressure on
Career Services workers. faculty students square measure competitive for entry-level jobs not solely with recent
graduates however conjointly with people who are within the work force for many years. the use outlook isn't as bleak
for college kids UN agency major in technical fields like accounting. in keeping with projections by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, demand for employees in accounting can still be sturdy through 2020. A 2013 survey conducted by the
yankee Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) according that those with accounting degrees square measure
enjoying Associate in Nursing unexampled level of demand. It noted, however, that employers more and more favor
those with masters degrees. within the last ten years, the quantity of graduates with masters degrees in accounting has
over doubled (Moore, 2013). college boy accounting majors UN agency don't arrange to pursue a master’s degree is also
lulled by media reports into a false sense of security concerning their job prospects. Having browse the headlines
concerning accumulated demand for accountants, they believe that an acceptable position can as if by magic seem. Like
several faculty students, they'll have an inclination to procrastinate, waiting till their last semester to start a significant
job search. There square measure many reasons why students might delay employment search. Vinton (1992) noted
that some have fears concerning their future (such as their chosen direction among their field) or fears concerning
failure (related to considerations concerning creating enough cash to pay off debts). Others might feel flooded or unsure
on the point of conduct a full-fledged job search. and eventually, there square measure some students UN agency have
time pressures caused by the necessity to balance significant course masses and part-time positions that lead to very
little time to organize for a triple-crown job search. so as to navigate today’s turbulent job market, accounting students
have to be compelled to develop job search skills which will yield engaging employment offers. The challenge for
accounting educators is to search out ways in which to inspire all students to have interaction in development activities
well before graduation.

2.CURRENT PRACTICES
To help students inure their initial position when faculty, most establishments supply a range of activities, like a resume
workshop, career panels, or networking events, generally at the top of the students’ faculty program. persistently these
kinds of events square measure the responsibility of Career Services and square measure offered to students of any
major. At some establishments, the accounting college have developed activities additional targeted on the wants of
accounting students. Kilpatrick and Wilburn (2010) describe their expertise at Northern Arizona University in
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mistreatment mock interviews with accounting professionals UN agency provided targeted feedback. Another approach
is that the daylong “boot camp” for brand new accounting majors used at Ball State University (Myring, Wrege, &amp;
Van Alst, 2008). In one in all the sessions young alumni give info concerning interviewing, correct dress, and soft
skills. Others have enclosed job search skills as a part of a broader program on the accounting profession. A semester
length workshop at St. Ignatius of Loyola University referred to as “Preparing for the Profession” includes one session
targeted on varied parts of the recruiting method like researching a firm, the interview day, skilled follow-up, eating
prescript, and business apparel (Landgraf, Stanko, &amp; Jinkerson, 2012).
A senior capstone course is wont to integrate discipline specific content and employment skills. Students within the
Communication and Leadership Development program at the University of FL participate in an exceedingly capstone
course that mixes experiential learning opportunities within the discipline and a career development unit together with
resume preparation and mock interviews (Gifford et al., 2011). A capstone course has the advantage of exposing all
majors to employment skills, however its impact is also lessened by the very fact that capstone courses square measure
usually taken within the senior year at that purpose it should be too late. Accounting job searches typically begin early
within the Fall semester. maybe for this reason, the main focus of capstone courses in accounting programs seldom
involve employment skills (Ehoff, 2010; Jervis &amp; David Hartley, 2005). rather than a capstone course, Addams
Associate in Nursingd Helen Laura Sumner Woodbury (2009) mentioned the employment of a business communication
course to supply an integrated approach to teaching job search written and language skills. Students found a true job
announcement and so created an acceptable resume and canopy letter.
Students then conducted mock interviews of every different Associate in Nursingd wrote concerning their strengths and
weaknesses as an answerer. McCorkle et al. (2003) advocate that college “strengthen ties with their university’s career
services.” Students might not remember that the role of the field career workplace extends on the far side facilitating
job interviews. Career services professionals can give help with career coming up with and counselling, job shadowing,
mentoring, alumni networking and career fairs. Yeadon (2009-2010) noted that “student affairs professionals will
facilitate students gain skills employers square measure yearning for that haven't been totally developed in tutorial
settings.” Career services workers will partner with accounting educators to supply instruction on resume preparation,
cowl letters, and interviewing. this sort of partnership overcomes the issue long-faced by career services professionals
UN agency should tailor their displays to the precise major being served. A resume that's acceptable for artistic
positions are quite totally different from a resume submitted for a monetary position.

3.AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO DEVELOPING JOB SEARCH SKILLS
In the past, the skilled workers from the educational and Career coming up with (ACP) workplace were invited to many
graduate school categories to talk concerning placement services, resume preparation or cowl letters. However,
programing was irregular, and also the topic was chosen by the trainer. generally students would hear a presentation on
resume writing in 2 totally different categories within the same semester.
These displays were alright received by students, however there was very little likelihood for follow-up within which
they may apply ideas. we tend to conjointly discovered some seniors missing out on nice job opportunities as a result of
they didn't have knowledgeable resume prepared in time once positions were declared or they were ill-at-ease and
unprepared throughout on field interviews. Others would wait till when graduation to start yearning for employment.
we tend to determined that we would have liked to form a program for our students that might be expedited throughout
their faculty career starting with their initial major course. it absolutely was necessary to infuse this program into the
info and by choice specialise in career topics at the acceptable time throughout a student’s tutorial path.
There were many hurdles to beat in making a program to organize students for an efficient job search. the primary
hurdle was to construct the expertise in order that all students are possible to participate. as a result of part-time jobs,
family responsibilities, or simply inertia, co-curricular programs with voluntary group action might not be as triplecrown as a needed course. sadly, it's tough to search out area within the accounting info for an additional course.
different hurdles concerned providing a scientific thanks to depend on Associate in Nursingd reinforce previous
coaching and giving opportunities for college kids to use the knowledge and receive feedback in order that they could
conduct an intentional job search.
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4.THE CAREER CARPENTER'S KIT FOR ACCOUNTING MAJORS
The Career carpenter's kit program may be a series of integrated career development activities offered among many
needed major courses that square measure designed to assist students gain a competitive approach the duty market.
Supported by a partnership between the educational and Career coming up with (ACP) workplace and also the college
of Business, the program consists of eight parts as delineated below.
Strengthening Qualifications
In the information Analysis course students explore ways in which to strengthen qualifications through networking,
volunteering, club participation, career events and programs and skilled conferences. The ACP employee leads a
discussion concerning on-line resources which offer students with information concerning internships, co-ops, full time
and part-time positions, on field recruiting, and networking contacts. the main focus is on ways in which students will
become additional competitive.
Creating a Resume
In monetary Accounting students participate in an exceedingly active workshop semiconductor diode by a employee
from the ACP workplace to assist them produce an efficient and powerful resume. They learn the way to make a resume
around leadership, study abroad, volunteering, and internships and square measure challenged to think about
intentional ways in which to achieve required expertise so as to be competitive when faculty. when the presentation,
students prepare a resume and take it to the ACP workplace to be critiqued. The revised resume is then submitted to the
trainer.
Expanding Career Horizons
Students aren't continually clear concerning the variability of positions hospitable accounting majors and that they
square measure solely mistily tuned in to skilled credentials. In Intermediate Accounting I they interview a comptroller
and in Intermediate II they interview somebody with another skilled certification like a Central Intelligence Agency,
CMA, or CFE. the aim of this assignment is to be told concerning the individual’s education and skill, the trade or field
within which this bourgeois works, the kinds of employers UN agency would possibly supply similar jobs, and to induce
recommendation concerning their own career path. They prepare a 5 page paper describing their findings and conclude
with a mirrored image concerning whether or not they square measure additional or less possible to become a
comptroller (or Central Intelligence Agency, CMA, CFE) and why. These comes square measure continually cited by
students on the course evaluations because the single most meaning assignment of the course. As a results of these
comes, students UN agency were thinking of adjusting majors have determined to stay in accounting whereas others
pointed out concerning specialties within the field that higher work their skills.
Enhancing communication with Employers
A cover letter is usually the primary issue a hiring manager or a recruiter sees. Students within the Operations
Management category maximize this opportunity to shine by making a letter which will open the door to Associate in
Nursing interview. throughout category the ACP employee illustrates the parts of effective letters. Students discuss
parts in their letters that they believe fitly use the methods and techniques of a well written letter which will catch the
eye of the leader. supported the techniques mentioned at school, students square measure needed to revise their letter
and submit it to ACP wherever it undergoes a final review.
Developing language Skills
An ACP employee provides info to structure Behavior categories concerning the steps in making ready for every stage
of Associate in Nursing interview – before, during, and later. kinds of queries candidates is also asked, along side kinds
of queries they may be asked also are reviewed. As time permits, students follow responding to sample interview
queries at school. Then mistreatment these verbal and non-verbal communication skills, students follow their
interviewing skills by taking part in an exceedingly mock interview conducted by accounting and business
professionals. These interviews square measure organized by ACP and command in their offices to simulate a true
interview. Students and also the teacher receive Associate in Nursing analysis kind that the skilled completes when
every interview that offers feedback concerning the way to improve performance. Another part of communication
involves being ready for a brief, informal encounter with a prospective leader. Students in Intermediate Accounting
draft a “30-second commercial” concerning themselves to be used at networking events or at skilled conferences. the
scholars take in little teams with knowledgeable to receive candid, constructive criticism and tips for improvement.
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supported the feedback received, students then gift their revised commercials to the whole cluster followed by final
thoughts and proposals from the professionals. using Effective Job Search methods The key methods that students
ought to contemplate once conducting employment search is that the focus in finance. The ACP employee helps
students higher perceive the method of job looking and the way to become competitive. Key parts of this presentation
embrace self assessment, leader analysis, craft contacts, networking, and the way to best to gift oneself in an
exceedingly skilled manner. Students square measure needed to analysis and realize a footing description with a
corporation that interests them and answer specific questions about the strengths and skills they presently possess that
work with the position and organization. additionally they're to spot the mission and values of the organization and the
way it relates to what they realize necessary within the work they need to try to to, the work values which may be found
during this position or at this organization which may match or conflict with personal values, and what steps square
measure required to organize for this position. This written assignment permits students to mirror on wherever they're
within the job search method and wherever they have or need to be.
Gaining sensible expertise
Employers more and more focus their hiring efforts on those whom they apprehend through internships. Our
internships square measure within the variety of a three-credit course requiring a minimum of one hundred twenty
hours of supervised work expertise associated with the student’s major. The work performed throughout the position
should be of knowledgeable nature and also the duties should be approved by the trainer. As a part of the position
course, students use the resume and canopy letter ready in earlier categories and should interview with the corporate
giving the position. Once hired, the scholar interns work below a web site supervisor and also the teacher. This
academic makes periodic visits to the position web site to guage the student’s performance, receives a weekly email
report from the scholar concerning the expertise, and facilities monthly cluster conferences on field of the interns. At
the top of the position, the positioning supervisor evaluates the work performed by the scholar mistreatment Associate
in Nursing analysis kind. Students write a paper reflective on their expertise.
Co-Curricular Events
In addition to obligatory activities delineated higher than, students have many opportunities outside of sophistication to
achieve further career-related skills. Our SHRM student chapter sponsors Associate in Nursing annual Business apparel
Fashion Show. Student models demonstrate “do’s” and “don’ts” within the business world for each interviews and
“casual Fridays.” Students participate in an exceedingly form of networking events and career fairs with employers and
alumnae and beforehand, square measure properly trained to absolutely move with these professionals. additionally,
tutorial &amp; Career coming up with offers supplementary workshops and one-on-one follow sessions for college kids
to achieve the mandatory skills to extend their network. These conversations facilitate students fitly and actively use
LinkedIn, prepare and follow for forthcoming career fairs and mock interviews, and learn the way to best incorporate
their strengths into their careers for skilled and private well-being.
STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF THE CAREER
Three years when implementing the Career carpenter's kit, we tend to conducted a survey of scholars listed in Fall 2012
categories to see their perceptions of its quality and effectiveness. a complete of 118 surveys were completed (from 5
totally different classes) that drawn a response rate of seventy nine.7 percent. the scholar perceptions and a outline of
their open-ended comments square measure conferred below for 5 of eight parts of the Career carpenter's kit.
Data Analysis is one in all the primary courses taken by majors. Students square measure principally sophomores UN
agency aren't typically tuned in to the way to get employment search started. the aim of this module is to inform
students with the services of the educational and Career coming up with (ACP) workplace and to inspire them to start
effort the types of experiences required in their supposed career. supported the survey, it seems that students will follow
through.
Another sophomore level course, monetary Accounting, may be a sensible place to introduce the ideas required to
organize knowledgeable resume. when the presentation, students prepare a resume and have it reviewed by ACP
workers. It provides students a big advantage to own a cultured resume ready throughout their second year in order that
they will act quickly if Associate in Nursing position or different work chance ought to become accessible. This
presentation conjointly reinforces the message that to be a viable candidate, they have to own one thing over simply
sensible grades.
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Students in junior-level courses like Operations Management, square measure looking forward to internships and
apprehend that they have facilitate in crafting a canopy letter which will differentiate them from the competition.
additionally to the category presentation, students review letters of their peers. They realize it useful to ascertain
however others square measure selecting to gift themselves and luxuriate in discussing ways in which to boost. Final
versions of the quilt letters square measure reviewed by ACP workers.
Discussing interviewing techniques utilized by employers and also the best strategy for managing tough or sudden
things fits dead in Associate in Nursing structure Behavior category. Students then have a chance to use what they
learned by undergoing a mock interview with knowledgeable from the business world. Some students have found this
expertise therefore valuable that they need volunteered to participate in further sessions. finishing a mock interview
within the junior year provides students longer to develop the boldness and poise required for actual job interviews
within the senior year.
As students enter their senior year, they have to expand their search however several don't acumen to consistently try
this. In finance, they discuss job titles and connected types of jobs, the kinds of companies which may have acceptable
positions, and the way to use on-line sources, networking, and different connections. Again, we predict it's necessary to
own Associate in Nursing applied, skill-building activity. during this case, students should realize a footing
announcement/opening and write a mirrored image piece concerning the firm’s mission and values together with
however the position would possibly work with their own interests, skills, and work values.
EMPLOYER PERCEPTIONS OF THE CAREER Carpenter's Kit
We surveyed employers UN agency recruit at our establishment for regular, part-time, and position positions. They
were asked to point the discipline(s) or major(s) they generally rent. there have been sixty nine respondents and
eighteen of them indicated a primary or second alternative major in accounting or one in all the business fields (these
students conjointly participate within the Career carpenter's kit program). The employers were asked however happy
they're with their Meredith student/alumnae hires compared to those they need employed from different establishments
employing a rating scale within which five suggests that “Very Satisfied;” four suggests that “Satisfied;” three suggests
that “Somewhat Satisfied;” two suggests that “Dissatisfied;” and one suggests that “Very disgruntled.” The results
showed that employers generally were extremely happy with Meredith faculty students. Employers hiring
accounting/business majors expressed higher levels of satisfaction altogether classes than employers UN agency
employed different majors, however in just one class was this distinction important. Associate in Nursing freelance
samples t-test compared the leader satisfaction scores for accounting/business majors thereupon of different majors.
The results square measure according in Table six “Recruitment Survey 2013.” we tend to found a statistically
important distinction on the class “maturity and performance throughout the interview,” for accounting/business majors
compared to different majors. The results counsel that the Career carpenter's kit has had a positive impact however
aren't conclusive as a result of the shortage of applied math significance. There was very little distinction between the
Career carpenter's kit students and different majors on resume writing maybe as a result of most students perceive the
importance of a literate resume. Also, the ACP workplace provides sturdy support for resume writing to all or any
students by suggests that of drop-in clinics and workshops. On the opposite hand, employers were considerably
additional happy with the interview performance of Career carpenter's kit students compared to different students. It
seems that the mock interview portion of the toolkit may be a “turning point” for college kids. when they need that
have, they're additional poised and polished in each their formal and informal communication with employers. Their
confidence conjointly looks to be stronger, as well. though the ACP workplace offers to all or any students the chance to
participate in mock interviews, solely the Career carpenter's kit students square measure needed to try to to therefore.
For reasons cited earlier, different students might begin their job search too late to permit time to participate in mock
interviews.

2.CONCLUSION
Incorporating career development into the accounting info has been Associate in Nursing intentional and proactive
thanks to teach career development and job search skills to all or any accounting students, particularly as faculty
students face a difficult job market. above all, this provides students UN agency square measure reconciliation variety
of educational, job, and cocurricular responsibilities and UN agency might not invest the time to hunt out career
services, the chance to extend their information and gain necessary abilitys through career targeted displays and skill
building exercises in their categories. the college of Business Career Toolkit provides the information and skills crucial
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to the success of scholars as they look for to get employment or admission to a graduate program by the time they
graduate. The program is purposeful Associate in Nursingd emphasizes ways in which every student will take an
personalised approach to her career arrange and job search. The partnership between the college of Business and
tutorial &amp; Career coming up with continues to help students in strengthening their qualifications, making and
presenting acceptable documents, enhancing their written and verbal communication skills, and developing effective
job search methods.
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